"Healing the Soul of the World" - GCR/RV SITREP Sunday - September 24, 2017

Well, another Saturday night is upon us… is it coming and going? At this point we don't
know.
There was no Church Bank call tonight because we were asked not to go on
the air.
There is no advanced intel tonight because we were asked to put any out.
Especially about Trump, Mueller, North Korea, Israel or Kurdistan.
There is however USN replacing USD… that we can assure everyone
happened as of 12:01am EDT. Hallelujah!
As such, we're waiting to release the website until we know when the RV
release will be forthcoming.
We're just not sure how or when they're going to roll it out today, Sunday.
The RV could come literally at any second Sunday. Anytime.
That is the problem, we have several windows to choose from. Who knows
which one is accurate.
And since we're in truth a post RV website at heart, it only makes sense for
us to wait a little longer and aspire to release the Human Angel Services
post RV… www.humanangelservices.com.

We currently have 55,000 sign ups and will be over 60,000 at this rate
before October 1, 2017. Again, thank you for your overwhelming support in
rounding up all the Human Angels. It's truly been a humbling experience for
Showme and I to watch all of you Human Angels answer the Clarion Call.
Amazing.
We thought we have another week just to put everything we wanted into the
site, but the dates keep getting moved up, and up given all the good news
that's been coming in from everywhere. So we are playing a wait n'see
game until something breaks on Sunday.
And if there's nothing solid by the end of the day, Sunday, we will release
the site pre-RV. Not our first choice FYI.
The USN's worldwide must start trading on Sunday… must… or else the USA
and a hundred other nations won't have any liquidity come September 30,
2017. Literally, there will be no funds because the USD is now dead, dead,
dead. And they need a week on currency trading platforms staring Sunday
night in Asia to generate US 2018 fiscal year gold backed cash (USN)… as
technically there is none until we RV.
So…
That said if there is an official release, we'll just send out a Tetelestai alert
and perhaps maybe even take another week to release come October 1st
because it'll take a week just to pull everyone's head out of the clouds and
get back to the business of "healing the soul of the world."
I would pay to see Martha do a back flip and stick the landing.
These are all good problems to have by the way. Nonetheless… we are going
to wait it out one more day due to wonderful circumstances.
So hang in their currency world. The rates are climbing and the reality of
this nightmare is finally ending.
Believe, don't believe… blah, blah, blah…
God is with us.

